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Abstract

Semiconductor/superconductor hybrids exhibit a range of phenomena that can be

exploited for the study of novel physics and the development of new technologies.

Understanding the origin the energy spectrum of such hybrids is therefore a crucial

goal. Here, we study Josephson junctions defined by shadow epitaxy on InAsSb/Al

nanowires. The devices exhibit gate-tunable supercurrents at low temperatures and

multiple Andreev reflections (MARs) at finite voltage bias. Under microwave irradi-

ation, photon assisted tunneling (PAT) of MARs produces characteristic oscillating
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sidebands at quantized energies, which depend on MAR order, n, in agreement with

a recently suggested modification of the classical Tien-Gordon equation. The scaling

of the quantized energy spacings with microwave frequency provides independent con-

firmation of the effective charge ne transferred by the nth order tunnel process. The

measurements suggest PAT as a powerful method for assigning the origin of low energy

spectral features in hybrid Josephson devices.

Keywords: semiconductor/superconductor hybrids, nanowires, multiple Andreev

reflections, photon assisted tunneling, Tien-Gordon

Traditional Josephson junctions (JJ)1 – where two superconductors are coupled through

a thin tunnel barrier – constitute the most important device element in superconducting elec-

tronics and in state-of-the-art superconducting quantum information processors.2 Recently,

there has been an increasing interest in merging the quantum properties of superconductors

with the electrostatic control of semiconductor electronics. For example, semiconductor-

based JJs allow electrostatic tunability of the Josephson coupling,3 enabling gate-tunable

superconducting qubits,4 and qubit implementations based on the Andreev bound states of

few-channel JJs5 or topologically protected low-energy states in one-dimensional proximity-

coupled semiconductor/superconductor hybrid devices.6,7 In all cases, the electronic states

in semiconductor/superconductor hybrid materials are of fundamental importance. The

spectrum can be probed using normal/superconductor spectroscopy,8–10 microwave spec-

troscopy11 or by measuring finite-bias transport in semiconductor JJs.12 In the latter case,

however, low energy spectral features can both be related to states of the leads or to higher

order transport processes.13–16 Sharp spectral features are expected to appear at voltages

±2∆/ne due to the sequential opening and closing of the allowed orders n = 1, 2, .. of

multiple Andreev reflection (MAR) processes. The MAR energies are independent of the

junction transparency and analysis of the sub-gap spectrum allows extraction of the super-

conducting gap12,17 and the determination of channel transmission of the junction.18,19 In

nanoscale semiconductor JJs, unambiguous assignment of MAR features in transport be-
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comes problematic due to potential modifications of the sub-gap spectrum including from

charging phenomena20–22 and intrinsic properties of the semiconductor such as spin-orbit

coupling.23,24 This is increasingly important for processes of higher-orders – i.e. lower energy

– where strong peaks unrelated to MAR can appear in the tunnel spectrum,25 heating effects

may modify the gap and thus the MAR positions, and MAR orders have been observed to

be missing from the spectrum for reasons not yet understood.26 Looking beyond the hybrid

device studied in this manuscript, understanding of sub-gap spectra is crucial for interpreting

results from the powerful tool of superconducting scanning tunneling microscopy,27 which

allows special mapping of sub-gap states and is applicable to a wide variety of materials.

A characteristic feature which could distinguish MAR processes and their orders is the

transferred charge: The nth-order process, dominating at Vsd = 2∆/ne, transfers a charge

qn = ne across the junction.28 While the sub-gap spectrum has been extensively investi-

gated,13–16 only a few studies have directly addressed qn. In Refs.29–31 qn was investigated

through the bias scaling of the noise spectrum of JJ which was found to be consistent with

the prediction. Recently, an alternative method for measuring qn has been suggested based

on the evolution of the sub-gap spectrum under microwave irradiation.27,32,33 Due to the

Tien-Gordon effect34,35 – or photon assisted tunneling (PAT) – modulating sidebands are

expected in the non-linear sub-gap spectrum around the nth MAR structure. While the

conventional Tien-Gordon model predicts a characteristic modulation scale of δV = ~f/e

where f is the frequency of the microwave field, Ref.32,33 suggested that in higher order pro-

cesses the total transferred charge should be used. This was consistent with measurement

of quasi-particle tunneling (1e) and incoherent Cooper pair tunneling (2e), and is consistent

with early studies of the sub-gap spectrum at fixed microwave frequency and power.11 In

this letter we present measurements at varying microwave power and frequency of PAT of

the sub-gap spectrum in epitaxial semiconductor/superconductor InAsSb/Al nanowire JJs

realized by shadow lithography.36,37 The measurements show clear signatures of the charge

qn = ne of the nth order MAR up to n = 3.
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InAsSb nanowires (NWs) were grown by molecular beam epitaxy following the procedure

of Ref.36 Parallel trenches were etched in a (100) InAs substrate and 90− 120 nm diameter

NWs were grown from Au catalyst particles positioned on opposing (111)B inclined side

facets. As shown in Fig. 1a, the growth position of the NWs were laterally offset such that

neighboring NWs defined ∼ 100 nm wide shadow gaps38,39 in the 15 nm thick, epitaxially

matched Al film (arrow).36,37,40,41 NWs were transferred to a doped silicon substrate capped

with 100 nm SiO2, and contacts to the Al half-shell were defined using established litho-

graphic methods.36,37,40,42 Figure 1b shows a SEM micrograph of a typical finished device

and schematic measurement circuit. The conducting Si substrate acted as back-gate, which

was used to alter the carrier density in the exposed InAsSb. Each contact electrode was split

into two individual bond pads to facilitate pseudo-four terminal measurements of the device

resistance, eliminating series resistances from e.g. low pass filters in the cryostat cabling.

The remaining series resistance – likely dominated by the contacts – ∼ 3 kΩ, was identified

as a constant off-set in the supercurrent regime and was subtracted in the following. Mea-

surements were performed in a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 15 mK and

microwave radiation was coupled to the device by a coaxial line with ∼ 12 mm of the inner

conductor left exposed and situated ∼ 5 mm above the sample.

Figure 1c shows the differential resistance, dV/dI, as a function of current through the

device, I, and back-gate voltage VG. A zero resistance supercurrent is observed for low

|I|. The current was swept from positive to negative (arrow) and the switching(re-trapping)

current where the device transitions to(from) a resistive state from(to) the superconduct-

ing state is indicated. The differences in Isw and Ir are commonly observed in nanowire

JJs3 and ascribed to a consequence of Joule heating in the dissipative regime and/or un-

derdamped dynamics of the JJ.43,44 Both Isw and Ir decrease upon lowering VG as expected

from a JJ with constant IcRN = π∆/2e and an n-type semiconductor which depletes with

lowering VG. Here Ic is the critical current and RN is the normal-state device resistance.

The aperiodic oscillations in Isw(VG) appearing in addition to the overall gate-dependence
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Figure 1: (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of as-grown InAsSb/Al nanowires. Al de-
position was performed from roughly bottom-right to top-left across the image, and forward-
positioned nanowires shadow those behind resulting in Al gaps (arrow). Scale bar in inset is
1µm. (b) False colour SEM of a device featuring InAsSb nanowire (grey), shadow-patterned
Al layer (blue) and Ti/Au ohmic contacts (gold). (c,d) Gate dependence at T = 15 mK of
the differential resistance dV/dI vs. measured current I, and voltage V , respectively. A zero
resistance supercurrent is present between switching and retrapping currents Isw, Ir. (e) Line
trace in (d) at fixed VG = −25 V. Dashed lines indicate features at voltages ±2∆/e (orange),
±∆/e (purple), and ±2∆/3e (blue) with δ = 225µeV attributed to n = 1, 2, 3 MAR. The
corresponding transport processes are schematically illustrated in (f).

is attributed to universal conductance fluctuations in RN(VG).3 At VG ∼ −25 V the normal

state resistance is RN ∼ 4.5kΩ and IswRN = 200 µV, relatively close to the theoretical value

π∆Al/(2e) = 350 µV, as previously reported for similar hybrids.36 The measured excess

current (Supporting Fig. S1) Iex ∼ 50 nA corresponds to a junction transmission of ∼ 0.7.45

For I above/below the zero-resistance region in Fig. 1c, dV/dI exhibits a rich structure

which follows the trend of Isw and Ir. To gain insight into the origin of these features, Fig.

1d shows the same data as a function of the measured voltage V . Upon sweeping I down

from zero, the voltage remains V = 0 V until it abruptly switches at Isw to a finite value.

Therefore no data is obtained with V below this value, and this region is greyed-out in

Fig. 1d. Conversely, V gradually decreases to zero around Ir when sweeping I down from

positive values due to the underdamped junction dynamics,43,44 enabling data extraction
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down to V = 0 for I > 0. As expected for MAR, the structure in Fig. 1d appears at fixed

voltages despite the variation in conductance with VG. Figure 1e shows a line trace of dV/dI

vs. V for fixed VG = −25 V. The three most pronounced dips are highlighted by dashed

lines and follow ±2∆/e (orange), ±∆/e (purple), and ±2∆/3e (blue) with ∆ = 225µeV

consistent with prior results from 15 nm thick Al.36,42,46 This series is expected for MAR and

the relevant processes transfer charges of 1e, 2e and 3e and are illustrated in Fig. 1f, where

the slopes of the arrows represent voltage biases. Direct quasi particle tunneling (1e) occurs

for |V | ≥ 2∆/e. In the general case of n ≥ 2, the nth order process involves n− 1 Andreev

reflections, a charge transfer of ne, and is allowed for |V | ≥ 2∆/(ne). Suppression of n ≥ 3

processes occur for e|V | ≥ 2∆/(n−2) due to the low probability of Andreev reflection above

the gap.47 Overall, the dc transport characteristics in Fig. 1 are comparable to previous

NW-based JJs.3,25,26,48

We now consider the features arising from irradiating the device with microwaves. Figure

2a shows dV/dI vs. V and the rms amplitude, V rms
app , of 6 GHz microwave radiation, as

applied to the antenna (Fig. 1b). The gate voltage was fixed at VG = −25V as in Fig. 1e

– similar features were observed at other VG, see Supporting Section II – and I was swept

from negative to positive. A series of ‘V’-shaped patterns are observed, fanning out from

V rms
app = 0. The structure emerging from V = 0 V – i.e., when the JJ carries a supercurrent

– is due to Shapiro steps1,49 caused by phase-locking between the microwave field and the

superconducting phase difference across the JJ leading to at step-wise increase of V in units of

hf/(2e). In Supporting Fig. S3, we replot this regime as a function I as is common for studies

of Shapiro steps, showing the conventional Shapiro pattern.3,48,50,51 The measurements are

well-described by the extended RCSJ model and will not be considered further here.

The remaining V-shaped structures in Fig. 2a, which evolve from the MAR features at

finite V , have a different origin and are the main focus of this work. Since the junction

does not carry a supercurrent, phase locking and the resultant Shapiro steps do not occur.

Instead, we attribute the structures to photon assisted tunneling. In general, for any two
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Figure 2: (a) Differential resistance at VG = −25V as a function of bias, V , and the rms
amplitude of 6 GHz microwave radiation. The bottom axis represents energy E in units
of 2∆, with ∆ = 225 µeV and the energy intervals for the first three MAR processes are
indicated by horizontal lines. (b) The second derivative, d2V/dI2, in a region of (a) around
the higher order MAR showing the Tien-Gorden modulation in the n = 2 and n = 3 MAR
processes. The changing period of modulation is indicated by arrows. (c) A simulation of the
data in (b), based on Eq. 1 modified to account for the charge of the higher order transport
processes. Processes of different order are assumed to dominate in the indicated regions.

terminal device absorbing radiation at frequency f , charges can absorb/emit photons and

thereby gain energy ±lhf and tunnel across the junction – here h is the Planck constant and

l = 0,±1,±2, . . .. Thus, at finite irradiation amplitude, the current at the dc voltage V is

related to the dc current in the absence of irradiation, I0, at V ± hfl/e. For smooth I0(V ),

this has no consequence, however, non-linearities in I0(V ) will repeat at finite radiation

amplitude as sidebands with an intensity modulated by the radiation amplitude. In the

simplest case where the radiation field on the sample is sinusoidal, Vabs = V pp
abs · sin(2πft),

the current at finite radiation amplitude is given by the Tien-Gordon equation:34

Idc(V ) =
∑
l

J2
l

(
eV pp

abs

hf

)
· I0
(
V +

hfl

e

)
(1)
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where Jl(x) is the lth Bessel function. The amplitude of each sideband oscillates with

increasing V pp
abs according to J2

l (Supporting Fig. S4). This explains the overall shape of the

structures in Fig. 2a which evolve from the non-linearities at V = 2∆/ne associated with

MAR. The highly asymmetric MAR features in Fig. 1e makes the inflection points of dV/dI

– i.e. peaks in d2V/dI2 – well suited for identifying the onset of MAR as shown in Fig. 2b.

The modulation period of the features associated with the n = 1, 2, 3 order MARs can be

clearly resolved and as highlighted by the black arrows, the modulation period is not the

same for each ‘V’-fan but rather decreases with decreasing bias. This is inconsistent with

the conventional Tien-Gordon model described above which predicts the same characteristic

pattern evolving from all non-linearities in I0. Instead, as discussed in the introduction,

the pattern in Fig. 2a,b follows the work of Refs32,33 suggesting that Eq. 1 describes the

microwave response for higher-order tunnel processes if the electron charge, e, is replaced by

the total transferred charge q = ne: Refs32,33 experimentally confirmed this for quasiparticle

(e) and incoherent Cooper pair tunneling at zero bias (2e). For our case, the nth order

MAR transfers ne electrons (Fig. 1f), and the corresponding modulation period should be

∆Vn = hf/ne. For f = 6 GHz this amounts to 24.8µV, 12.4µV, and 8.3µV for n =

1, 2, 3, respectively, in good agreement with the measured splittings 23.8µV,12.2µV, and

9.3µV from Fig. 2a,b (see below). Using this assumption we show in Fig. 2c the result of a

simulation of d2I/dV 2 taking the I − V curve in absence of radiation as input and evolving

according to Eq. 1 under the simplifying assumption that the nth order MAR dominate in

the region around 2∆/ne as shown by the dashed lines Fig. 2c (see Supporting Section IV

for details). Comparing to Fig. 2b, the simulation accurately captures the main features of

the measurement.

To further quantify the splitting, the measurements of Fig. 2a were repeated for different

frequencies f = 5 − 12 GHz. Three representative examples are shown in Fig. 3a for f =

6, 8, 10 GHz. The coupling between the antenna and device depends strongly and non-

monotonically on f , and therefore the amplitude of absorbed radiation, V pp
abs in Fig. 3a was

8
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Figure 3: (a) dV/dI vs V and normalised absorbed microwave voltage eV pp
abs/(hf) for f = 6,8

and 10 GHz. The 6 GHz data is a subset of Fig. 2a. The sideband spacing within each MAR
order increases with increasing f . (b) Average sideband spacing 〈δE〉 as a function of f for
n = 1, 2, 3 (blue, orange and green data points). The blue, orange and green dashed lines
show the theoretical δE vs f relationships for 1, 2 and 3 electron processes.

for visualization purposes normalized to the first zero of J0 which occurs at eV pp
abs/(hf) = 2.4

(see Supporting information for non-normalized data at all eight frequencies). Figure 3b

shows the average of the sideband spacing 〈δE〉 = e 〈δV 〉, as a function of f (data points)

and the theoretical relationship δE = hf/n (dashed lines) for n = 1, 2 and 3 (blue, orange

and green). The average was obtained across all the measured δE within each order, and

the error bars represent the standard deviation. The good agreement between theory and

experiment quantitatively confirms that the nth order MAR process involves the transmission

of n electrons across the junction.

In conclusion, we have studied the finite-bias sub-gap structure in epitaxial InAsSb/Al

JJs under microwave radiation. We showed that the microwave response provides a sensitive

probe of the transmitted charge q = ne up to order n = 3 – i.e. a MAR process including

two Andreev reflections. The modulation period was found to decrease with increasing MAR

order, and the dependence of the sideband spacings on the radiation amplitude agrees quan-

titatively with the expectation that each order transmits n electrons across the junction.

A simulation based on a modified version of the Tien-Gordon equation was found to accu-
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rately reproduce the measurements. We expect the effect to be observable in non-epitaxially

matched hybrids, albeit likely with less sharp features than observed here,42 and possibly

modified weight of the MAR due to changes in the interface transmission.16 We believe that

the results will be valuable tool for understanding the low-energy sub-gap spectrum in hy-

brid nanoscale devices. This becomes increasingly relevant with the rapid developments in

the quality of hybrid quantum materials, device fabrication and filtering and measurement

techniques, which allows for increasing coherence lengths and increased spectral resolution

and thus even higher order MAR at progressively lower energies. Finally, the identification

of sub-gap states is a crucial task for the powerful technique of spatially resolved supercon-

ducting scanning tunneling microscopy.
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